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Mixed Mode Vibration Control DP960-13
Sine/Random on Random 
Mixed mode testing is used to simulate the vibration 
environment of structures where there is a combination of 
broadband and cyclic (narrowband) energy. Cyclic energy  
can be in the form of sine tones (single frequencies) or 
narrowband random. 

For example, simulating helicopter vibration incorporates 
random vibration due to turbulence and sine vibration due to 
rotor blade frequencies (SOR).  Vibration from tracked vehicles 
is typical of Random on Random (ROR), where a sweeping 
narrowband random is superimposed on broadband random. In both cases, the sine and narrowband component frequencies 
can be fixed or swept. Narrowbands can also be rapidly enabled/disabled to simulate machinery turning on/off.
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Feature Benefit

Hardware and Network Connectivity

Powerful distributed DSP architecture Precise control regardless of the number of components or the number of control/measurement channels

High Dynamic Range Effective component control even when sweeping through high Q resonances

Streamlined User Interface

Single component setup page Set up and view all components on a single, graphical setup page – no clicking between menus

Simplified test setup Test control parameters automatically selected based on profile

Detailed displays Display components or broadband signals together or separately – on one or more monitors

Test Capabilities

Detailed test scheduling Define exactly when components turn on and off and when they start or stop sweeping

Full manual controls Manually turn any component on/off, set its sweep on/off, or change the overall level of the test at any time

Multi-channel control Use multiple control accelerometers for average or extremal control

Test safety Manual stop switch included – External safety systems can be used to quickly and safely ramp down a test

Related Options

Test Sequencer (DP900-48) Sequence tests to run sequentially with no operator present 

Relay Card (DP900-45) Interface with a thermal chamber or other external systems

Application Interface (DP900-43) Interface with user-developed software applications or a supervisory controller

Features and Benefits
The 900 Series Mixed Mode Vibration Controller streamlines the setup and execution of a Mixed Mode test:
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NOTE: Continued product improvement necessitates that Data Physics reserves the right to modify these specifications without notice.

900 Series Software
SignalCalc®

1  View Profile at a Glance
View the entire test profile superimposed  
as it is being defined.

2  Left and Right Axis
Left and right axis allows sine and random 
profiles to be overlaid in setup or during test.

3  Customize Profile View
Easily switch between viewing the broadband 
random and/or the components. 

4  Component List
Easily add or remove components and view 
each component’s details at a glance.

5  Edit Components
Edit the details of the component selected on 
the left.
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Streamlined Setup Interface
Sine on Random and Random on Random profiles can contain many components. 900 Series software lets you enter and view 
all of them on a single page, without clicking through tedious menus.

Related Applications

Random Vibration Control 
DP960-10

Control a shaker to reproduce a specific 
vibration environment described by a 
power spectral density (PSD) profile

Sine Vibration Control  
DP960-20

Control a shaker to run sine sweep or dwells 
and characterize a test structure’s resonances

Classical Shock Control 
DP960-30

Control a shaker to run pre-defined classical 
shock pulses such as half-sine or sawtooth


